
 
 
I currently reside at the property 3, Beechwood Court, High St, Amesbury SP4-
7DQ. We have lived at this property for 3 years. 
We would like the application rejecting for the following reasons. 
For the first two years in residing in the property, the George Inn on the 
High St which is approximately 4 metres from our residence had a late licence, 
thankfully this was revoked. We do not wish to go back to what we had to 
suffer During there nights of late openings:- 
 
A) We don’t want our back garden or side passage to the property turning into 
a knocking shop, toilet, or drug refuge. We often found at the rear of the 
property or side entrance, used Condoms, discarded underwear, Human faeces, 
and discarded drug items  and broken bottles  or beer glasses. On 2 occasions 
we have gone into the garage and found pools of urine where the garage doors 
have been used as a toilet, and occasionally vomit around the door way. 
Amesbury has no public toilets open at night. 
 
B) outside our gates becomes the Taxi point, which then we have the nuisance  
and noise from the taxis and the people waiting. 
This results in this the area on some occasions becomes a battle ground, so 
along with the noise of people cackling we have the police sirens or blue 
lights who turn up for the fracas. 
The noise is that great we could not sleep in the front bedroom in the summer 
and retreated to the back room. This is not now feasible as back bedroom is 
occupied by a 11month old child 
 
C) we would lose privacy. Our front room (1st floor) over looks the rear of 
the Bank and I’m sure future plans would result in our front room becoming a 
viewed gallery. 
We still have a fair bit of noise from Wetherspoons beer garden and late night 
functions at the New Inn. I feel adding another venue so close to our property 
will make living there untenable 
 
 
Giving the go ahead to this application would return our lives back to nights 
that made our weekends a misery. 
I start work at 4am and must sign a declaration that I’m fit for the work, I 
don’t think I can do that should we have the antics we have had before from 
the late night openings on Amesbury High Street. We must also consider the 
environment for the elderly who now reside at the rear of the Bank. We would 
have to consider moving which is a financial burden to us should this go ahead 
as we do know the quality of life would deteriorate. 
 
Thank you for your time taken in reading this 
 
 
Regards 
 
C D Burton 

 


